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system doing/¬o assimilate food to change the chemicals fa making it available

for fr' that weekend. (5.30) In other words, you just get a simple

little animal, a simple one-cell creature from all life is developed into that which
complex

is complicated. It's more complicated thai we are, and so you do not 1-a ye the

development of ei. the simple into the complex, but you have at the very fr4st %i

first something that is simpler than that which is more complex than anything you
that's not the

can find. To me/the whole eee business of thinking of a natural simple process,
it from

from simple to complex completely discards it, because you've got to start something

fre.m that is more complex than what you have been sure of, and there (4.60)
s who for you can believe anything

must be a mind that show that directly/made that, eF -ean-e&4-ait4in if you

want. But I don't know of anything in the Bible that has a theory of evolution.
in

Well, I have here the Geographic of a year agq/which he found that man is-,
is

he said,was one or three quarters of million years old, and of course, no other

scientists ever held that man is more than 900,000 years old. Now, I think they

have ne one much older than that, but this thing that interested me was to read this

and to see the ee- means which they use which is the study of chemicals in the

strata in which that body was found, and then I thought I like to learn a little about
there.

this if I could in this area where they found human skulls before/ So, I took this

book here, called the Fossile Man , which came out bw before the publication,

and which goes all over the world discussing various fossile men which have been

found, and w-h4eh- their different type. And I looked up this -edei4y Odoway (?)
stratum

Valley, and I found the same place, and the same etegth7 and of course, they
date there were Germans in the East

couldn't debate that, and he tells how in 1913 when Ø4'f/,6
Africa, they found there a skeleton of a man in that stratum, and the war came,

that skeleton was kept but was not studied until after the World War. Then after

the war they studied the skeleton, and they found that it was idenffcal

with man today. And therefore they said, this cannot be t4/ ,1ilt2/F
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